Spare parts and repair
Announcement of discontinuation

08.05.2019

Dear Partner,

HAAG-STREIT-SURGICAL products are designed for many years of use. As we develop products with a long life cycle we bear in mind the availability of spare parts. Service and repair parts are available for a period of at least 10 years after the date of invoice for brand-new products. The availability can not be guaranteed after the mentioned duration.

In the attachment the products which are out of factory repair service as of now or as of January 1st, 2020 are listed.

Please contact us for any additional information as well as for product replacements.

Manuela Sutter-Meler
CEO
HAAG-STREIT SURGICAL GmbH

Kay Biesterfeldt
Service Manager
HAAG-STREIT SURGICAL GmbH
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Announcement of discontinuation

Discontinuation as of now

Diagnostics
Visutron Phoropter 557 451
Chipcardsystem Datrans

Discontinuation as of January 1st, 2020

Diagnostics
Visutron Plus 558 050
Visutron Plus 558 060
Visutron Plus 558 065

Carrying Systems
Floor Stand FS 3-32 180W Xenon
Floor Stand FS 3-32XO
Floor Stand FS 2011/300W

Microscopes
Microflex 655 101
Microflex 655 102
Microflex 655 105
Microflex 655 106
Microflex 655 107
Spectra 900
VM 500
Hi-R 900E
Hi-R 900C
Hi-R 900SL
Hi-R 900SLA

Others
Combisit Chair EF 4000
Foot switch EF 4000
Foot switch EF 4000S
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Discontinuation as of September 1st, 2014

Diagnostics
M1000
M2000

Discontinuation as of January 1st, 2015

Diagnostics
Visutest D
Visutest C
Visutron 307 completely
Visutron 308 completely

Diagnostics
Visutron Plus completely
Switch board Visutron Plus
Central unit Visutron Plus
Switch board AP 5000

Carrying Systems
Ceiling Unit CU 5001
Microscope Arm MA 5001
Microscope Arm MA 3001/3003
Wall/Ceiling Unit WU/CU 2001
Wall/Ceiling Unit WU/CU 100/150
Ceiling Unit CU 2011
Floor Stand FS 1000
Floor Stand FS 3001
Floor Stand FS 3003V
Floor Stand FS 3013
Floor Stand FS 3013/3000W
Floor Stand FS 3011/3011L
Floor Stand 2001/2011
Floor Stand 1100
Floor Stand 1100/150W

Microscopes
Spezial Microscope
Universal Microscope
Variflex
Uniflex/Multiflex

Spectra 300/500
Ophthalmic/EOS 900/900S
VM 900/VM 900 Studer/VM 900 SY 4.1

MMS 900 (Mitaka)
Unistat, Unimobil

Others
Surgeon’s Chair Combisit
System CM 2000 completely

Discontinuation as of January 1st, 2016

Carrying Systems
Floor Stand FS 3-21
Floor Stand FS 3-23
Floor Stand FS 3-23/SSD
Floor Stand FS 3-23C/SSD